Aethersmith (Twinborn Trilogy Book 2)

Being twinborn can make you paranoid.
Being paranoid can keep you alive. Kyrus
is marooned on a remote island, with no
rescue in sight. Though the local
population is friendly, all he wants it to
return home to Scar Harbor and reunite
with Abbiley. With the vast Katamic Sea
standing in his way, Kryus turns to his
newfound magical powers to deliver
himself back to civilization. But his power
is increasing faster than his control. Not
everyone is eager to see him go. Even if he
is able to master the difficult transference
spell, sabotage might keep him from
making a successful attempt to return
home. Brannis has a war to plan. Thrust
into the unlikely position of being a
warlocks only trusted adviser, the task of
planning the empires defense falls to him.
But with an army massing on the borders, a
greater threat may lie right in the capitol
city. Upheaval has made a welcome cover
for conspiracies, and as the warlocks pawn,
Brannis stands before the bullseye. Soria
Coinblade is twinborn. Shes also a brutal
mercenary, trained in both magic and hand
to hand combat. No one in the other world
knows her twins secret, but she has a
unique solution to an age old problem. To
escape an arranged marriage in one world,
shes seeking the twin of the man shed
rather spend her life with. Shes willing to
do whatever it takes to make that happen,
even if it leaves a trail of bodies.
Aethersmith is the second book of the
Twinborn Trilogy, an Amazon bestselling
epic fantasy series with multiple point of
view characters. If you love Wheel of
Time, The Stormlight Archive, or A Song
of Ice and Fire, youre probably used to
waiting years between books. The
Twinborn Trilogy offers excitement, epic
battles, and a fresh and interesting premise,
all contained within a completed series.
Pick up your copy of Aethersmith, and
prepare yourself for a twist that changes
everything you thought you knew.
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